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Mr Hyde was pale and small, and he had an ugly smile . . . But these were not important matters. They did not explain the feelings of hate and fear that Mr Utterson had. There was something more. The lawyer could not find a name for it.

'It is something about the man — some terrible evil,' he thought. 'Oh, my poor Henry fekyll! There is evil in the face of your new friend!'

Mr Utterson is worried about Dr Jekyll. Why has the doctor made a friend of the frightening Mr Hyde? Who is the evil little man? Where did he come from? And most important of all, why does he seem to have power over the good, honest Dr Jekyll?

Then comes the murder of Sir Danvers Carew, and suddenly everybody in London is looking for Mr Hyde — the murderer. But the evil little man has disappeared.

Or has he?

As Mr Utterson tries to find answers to these questions, he learns the terrible secret of Dr Jekyll's dangerous experiments.

Robert Louis Stevenson was born in Edinburgh, in Scotland, in 1850. In 1867 he went to Edinburgh University, but he really wanted to be a writer. His parents suggested studying law and he did that. But he continued to write.

In 1875 Stevenson went to live in northern France. There he met an American woman called Fanny Osbourne. Fanny was married with two children, and she was ten years older than Stevenson. She came from Indiana, in the United States. Fanny Osbourne and Stevenson fell in love. Fanny left her husband and, in 1880, she and Stevenson were able to get married. The wedding was in the city of San Francisco, on the west coast of America.
Stevenson and Fanny were married for fourteen years. They travelled a lot during that time — to Scotland, France, Switzerland, New York and the South Seas.

Stevenson suffered from bad health. He spent most of his life trying to find a warm and comfortable place to live. He lived in Bournemouth, on the south coast of England, for a short time. Then, in 1888, he and Fanny went to live in Samoa. He died there in 1894, at the age of forty-four.

Robert Louis Stevenson wrote travel books, poems and stories. His first story book, Treasure Island (1883), was finished in Switzerland. It is probably his most famous book, and children all over the world love it. Stevenson first wrote it for Fanny Osbourne's young son, Lloyd.

Other books by Robert Louis Stevenson are Travels with a Donkey in Cevennes (1879), A Child’s Garden of Verses (1885), a book of poems, and Kidnapped (1886). Kidnapped is an exciting adventure story about David Balfour. It was followed (but not immediately) by Catriona (1893); this continues Balfour's story. The Black Arrow (1888) and The Master of Ballantrae (1889) are two more of Stevenson's adventure stories.

When Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde (1886) first went into English bookshops, Stevenson and Fanny were living in Bournemouth, England.

' The idea for the story came from a dream,' he told people. It is a mystery story, and the mystery is Mr Hyde. Who is he? What is he? The book is not like a detective story. We are not trying to find out the name of the murderer. In Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde we know who the murderer is. It is Hyde.

There have been many films and plays of the story of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde. It was, and still is, one of Robert Louis Stevenson's most popular stories.

Mr John Utterson was a lawyer and he lived in London. He seemed to be a cold man, without feeling. He never smiled, and he spoke only when it was necessary. But people liked him. There was something in his eyes that showed kindness. It showed his understanding of other people. Men and women came to him about the law, and he helped them all. It did not matter who they were.

He lived a quiet and simple life. He enjoyed the theatre, but he did not visit it any more. His friends were people from his family, and very old friends from his old school.

Then there was Mr Enfield. Other people could see no reason for Mr Utterson and Mr Richard Enfield to be friends. Mr Enfield was quite different from Mr Utterson. He was younger, and enjoyed going to the theatre, to parties and good restaurants.

'Why are they friends?' people asked. 'What do they talk about when they are together?'

And the reply was: 'If you see them on their Sunday walks, they never say anything. They don't seem to enjoy themselves.'

But the two men thought that their Sunday walks were an important part of the week. They enjoyed being together, and they enjoyed the walks. But they were often silent walks.

On one of their walks the two men found themselves in a narrow street in one of the busier parts of London. It was a quiet street on a Sunday, but during the week the little shops on each side were very busy. Because the shops were successful, they were clean and brightly painted. The road was clean. It was a pleasant street to walk along.

Near one end of this street, there was a break in the line of shops. There was a narrow entrance to a courtyard, and next to it was the windowless end of a tall, dark, ugly house. A door in this
wall was unpainted and needed repair. Old men sometimes slept in the doorway, and small boys sometimes played on the steps and wrote their names on the door with their pocket knives.

Mr Enfield and the lawyer were on the other side of the street, but Mr Enfield pointed to it with his walking stick.

'Have you ever noticed that door before, John?' he asked.

'Yes. Ugly, isn't it?' replied Mr Utterson.

'Every time I pass it,' said Mr Enfield, 'I think about a day last winter. A very strange thing happened.'

'Oh?' said Mr Utterson. 'What was it?'

Chapter 2 Mr Enfield's Story

'One dark morning, I was on my way home at about three o'clock. At first I walked a very long way without seeing anyone. Everybody was asleep. The street lights were lit, but the street was empty and silent.

'Suddenly I saw two people. One was a little man who was walking quickly towards the street corner. The other was a little girl. She was about eight or nine years old, I think. She was running as quickly as she could towards the same corner. Naturally, she ran into the little man.

'And then I saw something terrible. The girl fell down, and the man calmly walked on her. He stepped on her body! She cried out, of course, but he did not stop or turn round — he just walked away! He wasn't acting like a man — more like a mindless machine. Then the girl started screaming.

'I shouted and ran after the man. At last I caught him by the neck, and brought him back. Already there was a group of people round the crying child — her family, and some of her neighbours.

'Get a doctor!' said somebody, and one of the neighbours hurried away.
He was quite calm — the man who stepped on the child. He did not try to escape. But he looked at me once, and my blood ran cold. I hated him.

The people round the girl were soon joined by the doctor. The girl was not hurt very much — only frightened really, the doctor said. But there was something very unusual about it all. I felt an immediate hate for the man that I was holding. The child's family hated him too, and that was natural. But the doctor was not like us. He was the usual cold, calm scientific man. But every time he looked at the man, I saw him turn sick and white.

"He wants to kill him, too," I thought.

'I understood what was in the doctor's mind. He looked at me. He knew what was in mine.

"We can't kill the man, even if we want to," we agreed. But we promised to make as much trouble for him as we could.

"We'll tell all our friends about this!" we told the man. "Everyone in London will hear about it!"

'And all the time, we were keeping the women away from him. They were wild and dangerous because they were so angry. I never saw so many hate-filled faces. And there was the man, in the middle. He was frightened, but he smiled an ugly smile and did not move.

"If you want money," he said," tell me. Nobody wants trouble with people like you."

'We told him to give a hundred pounds to the child and her family. At first he didn't want to agree to this, but the little crowd round him looked dangerous, and at last he said,"All right, I'll pay."

'Next, we had to get the money. And where do you think he took us? To that ugly place with the door! He pulled a key out of his pocket, unlocked the door and went in.

'We waited outside. After a time, he came out with ten pounds in money, and a cheque for the rest. The cheque was signed, and the signature surprised me. It was the name of a famous man! I can't tell you the name, but you probably know it well.

'I don't like this," I said."You walk through a door like that at four o'clock in the morning, and come out of it with another man's cheque for nearly a hundred pounds! It's very unusual."

'He smiled his ugly smile again and answered,"You don't need to worry. I'll stay with you until the banks open. And then I'll get the money with the cheque."

'The child's father, the man and I went to my house and waited there until the morning. After breakfast, we all went to the bank together, with the cheque. And the bank paid the money without question.'

Chapter 3 The Cheque

Mr Utterson looked shocked.'Oh, dear!' he said.'That's a terrible story!'

'Yes, I agree,' said Mr Enfield. 'It's a shocking story. Nobody would like the unpleasant man who hurt the girl. But another man signed the cheque, and he is exactly the opposite. A really fine, honest man, and very famous for his good work.'

'What is the name of the man who walked over the child?' asked Mr Utterson.

'His name is Mr Hyde,' said Mr Enfield.

'And the man who signed the cheque? Does he live in that house?' asked Mr Utterson.'Do you know?'

'Behind that door?' Mr Enfield said.'No, he doesn't. His house is in a square, but I don't remember the name of the square. The place behind the door doesn't really seem like a house. There are three windows on the first floor over the courtyard. They are always shut, but they are clean. Somebody lives there. But the houses are all near together round the courtyard. You can't be sure how many there are. There doesn't seem to be another door. And nobody uses the door that I showed you. Except the man that I have told you about.'
Chapter 4  Who is Mr Hyde?

That evening, Mr Utterson ate his dinner without much interest. He was not really hungry. There was too much on his mind. After dinner he usually read a book until midnight, and then went to bed.

But that night he took a light and went into his office. There he opened his safe and took out an envelope. On it were the words: 'Dr Jekyll's Will'. He sat down and began to read the will with a worried look on his face.

The will was in Dr Jekyll's writing. Mr Utterson refused to help the doctor when he wrote it. The lawyer had to keep it for the doctor - it was his job - but he did not like the will.

The will was clear. 'If Henry Jekyll dies, his house and all his money passes into the hands of his friend and helper, Edward Hyde.' And 'if Dr Jekyll disappears for three months, the same Edward Hyde will own everything immediately.'

The lawyer disliked this will. He did not like it as a lawyer, and it made him angry as a person. He liked people to do things in an ordinary way.

'If someone knows something about this, it is Lanyon,' he thought.

He soon reached Cavendish Square and his friend's house. Dr Lanyon's servant was glad to see Mr Utterson, and took the lawyer straight to the dining-room. Dr Lanyon was finishing his dinner. The doctor was a happy, healthy man with a red face. When he saw Mr Utterson, he jumped up.

'It's good to see you, Utterson,' he said. 'Sit down and make yourself comfortable.'

They always enjoyed their visits. After a little general talk, the lawyer spoke about Dr Jekyll.

'You and I, Lanyon, are surely Henry Jekyll's two oldest friends,' he said.

'It is a pity that the friends are not younger,' said Dr Lanyon, smiling. 'But, yes, we probably are his oldest friends. But I don't see him very often now.'

'Oh? Is that right? I'm surprised to hear it,' said Mr Utterson. 'I thought that you were both interested in the same scientific work.'

'We were,' Dr Lanyon replied. But then Henry Jekyll began to have some strange ideas. Ideas that I could not agree with. He began to go wrong, or that is my opinion. How? Wrong in the mind, I think. Of course, I am still interested in him.'

Utterson waited for a minute, then asked, 'Did you ever meet a man that he knows — a man with the name of Hyde?'

'Hyde?' said Lanyon quickly. 'No. I never heard Henry Jekyll say that name.'

And that was all the information that Mr Utterson went home with that evening. But Enfield's story did not leave his mind. He could not stop thinking about it, and he slept badly that night.

'I must see this Mr Hyde,' he thought. 'I must see this man that Enfield hates so strongly. The man seems to have power over Henry Jekyll. Perhaps then I shall understand the mystery of Dr Jekyll's will.'
From that day, Mr Utterson began to watch the door in the street of little shops when he had time. He watched it in the morning before he went to his office. He watched at lunchtime when the street was busy. He watched again at night under the moonlight. He was a patient man.

And at last, at about ten o’clock one cold night, he heard some quick steps coming towards the door.

Mr Utterson stepped into the entrance to the courtyard.

The man walked quickly round the corner. He was small, and was dressed in very plain clothes. Utterson could not see the man’s face clearly, but he still felt a strong dislike for him.

The man walked straight towards the door, and took a key from his pocket.

Mr Utterson moved out and touched him on the shoulder. ‘Mr Hyde, I think?’ he said.

Mr Hyde moved a step away. But if he was afraid, his fear quickly disappeared. He did not look at the lawyer’s face, but he said quite coldly: ‘That is my name. What do you want?’

‘I see that you are going in,’ the lawyer answered. ‘I am an old friend of Dr Jekyll’s. I am sure that you have heard my name - Mr Utterson of Gaunt Street. Perhaps you’ll save my tired feet and give me your permission to go in with you through this door.’

“You won’t find Dr Jekyll at home,’ replied Mr Hyde. ‘He is out.’ And then suddenly, but still without looking up, he said, ‘How did you know me?’

‘Before I answer your question, will you do something for me?’ said Utterson.

‘Of course,’ said the other man.

‘Can I see your face?’ said Utterson.

Mr Hyde seemed to think for a minute. Then he turned round and looked straight at Mr Utterson.

‘Thank you,’ said Utterson. ‘Now I will know you again.’

‘Yes,’ said Hyde. ‘And you can have my address, too.’ And he gave Utterson a card with an address in Soho.
Mr Utterson was surprised. 'Why did he give me his address?' he thought. 'Is he thinking of Henry Jekyll's will?' He did not show what he was feeling. He put the card in his pocket and said, 'Thank you.'

'And now I will repeat my question,' said Hyde. 'How did you know me?'

'By description.'

'Who described me?' said Hyde.

Mr Utterson thought quickly. 'There are people who know both of us,' he said.

'Who are they?'

'Jekyll is one,' said the lawyer.

'He did not tell you about me!' cried Mr Hyde angrily. 'Don't lie!' And moving quickly, he went to the door. He unlocked it, and disappeared into the house.

Mr Utterson stood for a minute. Then he walked slowly away, turning a problem over in his mind. Mr Hyde was pale and small, and he had an ugly smile. He spoke to the lawyer in a soft, broken voice, mixing politeness and rudeness. But these were not important matters. They did not explain the feelings of hate and fear that Mr Utterson had. There was something more. The lawyer could not find a name for it.

'It is something about the man — some terrible evil,' he thought. 'Oh, my poor Henry Jekyll! There is evil in the face of your new friend!'

Around the corner at the end of the street of small shops there was a square of old houses. They were nearly all flats and offices now, but one house, the second from the corner, was still owned by one person. Mr Utterson went to the door of this house and knocked.

A well-dressed old servant opened the door.

'Is Dr Jekyll at home, Poole?' asked the lawyer.

'I will go and see, Mr Utterson,' said Poole. 'Come in.'

He showed the lawyer into a large room and pointed to a big chair.

'Would you like to sit there, sir?' said Poole. 'I won't be long.'

'Thank you,' said Mr Utterson.

He liked waiting in this room. He usually thought how pleasant it was. But tonight he could not forget the face of Mr Hyde. It seemed to be in every corner of the room, in every moving light that burned in the fireplace.

Mr Utterson was worried and afraid. He sat and thought. He did not know what to say to his friend.

Then Poole came back. Mr Utterson was really quite glad when he said, 'Dr Jekyll has gone out, sir.'

'I saw Mr Hyde go in by the old workroom door, Poole,' he said. 'Is that all right, when Dr Jekyll is out?'

'Yes, it is usual, sir,' the servant replied.

'Are you sure?' said Utterson.

'Yes,' said Poole. 'Mr Hyde has a key.'

'Does he?' said Utterson. 'Dr Jekyll seems to trust that young man, Poole.'

'Yes, sir, he does,' said Poole. 'Dr Jekyll has told us to take orders from Mr Hyde. When he is not here, Mr Hyde takes his place.'

'I don't think I have ever met Mr Hyde here,' said Mr Utterson.

'Oh, no, sir. He never comes to dinner here,' replied the servant. 'In fact, we don't often see him in this house. He usually comes and goes through the workroom.'

They were silent for a minute or two, then Mr Utterson said, 'Good night, Poole.'

'Good night, Mr Utterson,' said Poole.

The lawyer started to walk home. He was very sad as he thought about his friend.

'Poor Henry Jekyll,' he thought. 'I am afraid that he is in some sort of trouble. He was quite wild when he was a young man.'
Has something come back from the past to destroy him now? I hope not.'

So Hyde was free to come and go in Jekyll's house. That worried Utterson. 'If that evil man learns about the will,' he thought, 'perhaps he will want to hurry Jekyll's death. Or help him to disappear. Then he will be able to enjoy the things that Jekyll owns now. I must do something about it, if Jekyll will let me. _If he will let me._

**Chapter 5  After Dinner**

Mr Utterson was very glad when, about two weeks later, Dr Jekyll gave one of his pleasant dinner parties for five or six old friends. They were all intelligent men, and they all enjoyed good conversation and fine wine, so they were happy to come to the doctor's house. And as usual, the lawyer stayed after the others went home. Mr Utterson and Dr Jekyll sat together, one on each side of the fireplace.

'I wanted to speak to you, Jekyll,' Utterson began.

'Oh?' said the doctor. 'What about?'

'About your will,' said the lawyer.

It was clear that the doctor did not like the subject. But he smiled. 'My poor Utterson,' he said. 'I am very sorry that it worries you. You worry more than anyone. Oh, except Lanyon — he seems worried about my scientific work. But he is a good man, like you.'

'You know that I never liked that will,' said the lawyer. He refused to talk about other things.

'Yes, I know that,' said the doctor. 'You told me.'

'Well, I'll tell you again,' said Utterson. 'And I have learned something about Hyde.'

Dr Jekyll's face went pale. 'I don't want to listen,' he said.

'I heard a very bad thing,' said Utterson.

'It doesn't change anything,' said Jekyll.

'It must,' said Utterson.

'I am sorry, but you don't understand, Utterson,' said the doctor.

'It is a very strange business — very strange. It won't become better if we talk about it. There is nothing more to say about it.'

'Henry,' said Utterson, 'you know me. You know that you can trust me. Tell me all about it. I am sure that I can get you out of trouble.'

'You are a really good man, Utterson,' the doctor said. 'I can't find words to thank you. I trust you more than any other person. But it isn't what you think. I can tell you one thing. When I want to, I can be free of Hyde.'

Mr Utterson started to speak, but Jekyll stopped him.

'You should know something,' said Jekyll. 'I am very interested in poor Hyde. I know that you have seen him. He told me that. And I am afraid that he was not polite. But I do take great interest in that young man. I want to ask you to do what is right. Help him to get the things that are in my will. Can you give me that promise? It is very important to me.'

'I can't say that I will ever like him,' said the lawyer.

'I don't ask for that,' said Jekyll. He put his hand on his old friend's arm. 'You are my friend. I only want you to help him when I die.'

Utterson looked very unhappy. But at last he said, 'All right. I promise.'

**Chapter 6  The Carew Murder**

Nearly a year later, in October 1880, there was a terrible crime in a London street. Everyone in London was shocked when they heard about it.
A young woman servant saw it happen. She lived alone in a house not far from the river. At about eleven o’clock on the night of the crime, she went up to her room. She sat on a chair near the window and looked out at the moonlit streets. She was a romantic young woman and she began to think about love.

After a time, she noticed an old man with white hair coming along the narrow street below her window. Then she saw another, very small man going along the street the opposite way. This man carried a heavy stick in his hand. When the two men were quite close, the old man stopped. He seemed to ask the small man a polite question. The girl saw him pointing. She thought that he was asking the way. The moon shone on the old man’s kind face as he spoke.

The girl looked at the other man. To her surprise, she knew his face. He was a man, Mr Hyde, who once visited her employer. She remembered feeling a strong dislike for him at that time.

Suddenly this Mr Hyde became crazy with anger! He waved his stick and started shouting. The old man looked very surprised. He took a step back. And then Mr Hyde really went mad (‘like a wild animal’, as the girl described it later).

He hit the old man over the head with his stick, and knocked him to the ground. Then he jumped on the old man’s body and hit him again and again with the heavy stick. He did not stop until the old man was dead.

This terrible thing was too much for the girl. She fell to the floor, her eyes closed, and for some time she knew nothing.

It was two o’clock before the girl opened her eyes again. When she remembered the murder, she immediately called the police.

The murderer was not there, of course, but the murdered man was still on the ground in the middle of the narrow street. The heavy stick was broken, and one half of it lay near the body.

The police looked in the murdered man’s pockets and found some money and a gold watch. There was also a letter, ready to post. The envelope had Mr Utterson’s name and address on it.
A police inspector brought this letter to the lawyer just before nine o'clock in the morning. He told Mr Utterson about the crime.

Mr Utterson listened carefully, then he said,' This is a very serious matter. But I don't want to say anything until I see the body.'

'I'll take you now,' said the police inspector.

The body was at the police station. When Utterson saw it, he said,'Yes, I know him. This is the body of Sir Danvers Carew.'

'Really, sir?' said the police inspector.' He's a very famous man.'

And Utterson could see the police inspector thinking, 'Yes, and perhaps I'll be famous, too, if I catch the murderer!'

'Yes,' said Utterson.' Sir Danvers was very famous.'

'Perhaps you will be able to help us in our search for the killer, sir,' the police inspector said. He told Utterson what the girl saw.

Mr Utterson was worried when he heard the name of Hyde.

Then he saw the broken stick — and he knew it immediately.

'I gave it to Henry Jekyll personally, many years ago,' he thought. But he said nothing.'

The police inspector was waiting for Mr Utterson to say something, so the lawyer asked,' Is this Mr Hyde a small man?'

'Yes,' said the police inspector. 'Very small, and very evil-looking, the servant-girl says.'

Mr Utterson thought for a moment. Then he said: 'Come with me. I think that I can take you to his house.'

The taxi moved slowly through the streets with Mr Utterson and the police inspector in the back. The address on Hyde's card was not a pleasant part of Soho. The street was narrow and dirty. Between the houses, there was a cheap French eating house and some small shops. Poor children in dirty clothes sat in doorways.

The taxi stopped outside Hyde's house, and Utterson and the police inspector got out. Mr Utterson knocked on the door. An old woman opened it. She had silver-coloured hair and an unpleasant face, but she spoke politely and answered Mr Utterson's question.

'Yes,' she said.' This is Mr Hyde's house, but Mr Hyde is not at home.' And in answer to more questions from Mr Utterson she said,'Yes, Mr Hyde came in very late last night. That's not unusual. He comes and goes at all sorts of times, and he's often away.'

'When did you last see him before last night?' asked Utterson.

'More than two months ago,' said the woman.' He went out one day and I didn't see him again.'

'We want to see his rooms,' said Utterson.

'That's impossible —' the woman began.

Utterson stopped her.' This person is Police Inspector Newcome,' he said.

An unpleasant smile came to the woman's face. 'Ah!' she said. 'Mr Hyde is in trouble! What did he do ?'

The inspector did not answer.' Just show us his rooms,' he said.

The rooms had good furniture, and some good pictures on the wall. But there were signs that the place was left in a hurry. There were clothes lying on the floor, but with nothing in the pockets. There were a lot of burned papers in the fireplace. From some of the half-burned papers, the inspector pulled out part of a cheque book. Then he found the other end of the broken stick behind the door.

'Now we've got him,' the police inspector said to Mr Utterson. 'We must just wait for him at the bank. He can't do anything without money.'

But it was not as easy as that. Police watched the bank, but Mr Hyde did not go near it. It wasn't possible to get a good description of the man, and there were no photographs of him. People gave very different descriptions of him, but they all agreed about one thing. He looked wild and evil, and there was something terrible about him.
Chapter 7  The Letter

It was late in the afternoon when Mr Utterson went to Dr Jekyll's house. Poole opened the door to him, and the lawyer and the servant crossed the courtyard behind the house and went into the workroom.

The workroom was for Dr Jekyll's scientific experiments. Above it there was a large room where the doctor had his desk, hundreds of books, and things for his experiments. On one wall of this room was a large mirror. There was a fire in the fireplace. Near it, Dr Jekyll was sitting silently. He looked very ill.

After Poole left them, Mr Utterson said,' Have you heard the news ?'

'Yes, I have heard,' the doctor said. His face was white. 'The newspaper boys were shouting it outside in the streets. I heard them from my dining-room.'

'Then tell me one thing, Jekyll,' said the lawyer.' Sir Danvers Carew was my client, but you are too. I want to know what I am doing. You aren't mad enough to hide this man Hyde, are you ?'

'No, Utterson,' said the doctor.' I promise that I will never see him again. It is all finished. I'll never have any more business with him. He is safe, and nobody will ever hear of him again.'

The lawyer was very worried about his friend. Dr Jekyll seemed very ill.

'You seem very sure, Henry' Utterson said.' I hope that you are right. Please understand - if they catch the man, people will talk about you too.'

'I am sure;' Jekyll answered.' I have a good reason to be sure, but I cannot explain it. But you can help me with one thing. I . . . I had a letter. I am not sure that I should show it to the police. You can decide, Utterson. I know I can trust you.'

'You are afraid that it will help the police,' said Mr Utterson. 'Is that right ?'

Dr Jekyll was sitting silently. He looked very ill.
'No,' said the doctor. 'I'm not worried about Hyde, or what happens to him. I have finished with him — completely finished. I was thinking of my good name.'

' Show me the letter,' said the lawyer.

The letter was written in unusual handwriting:

Dear Dr Jekyll,

You have helped me in a thousand ways. I am afraid that I have paid you for your kindness with some very bad actions. But you do not need to worry about me. I will be safe because I have a sure way to escape.

Please forgive and forget me.
Edward Hyde.

Mr Utterson liked the letter. It showed that he could worry a little less.

'Do you have the envelope?' he asked.

'I burned it without thinking,' Jekyll answered. 'But the letter was not posted, I know that. Somebody brought it to the house.'

Mr Utterson thought for a minute. Then he said, 'If you agree, I'll keep the letter until tomorrow. I'll think about it.'

'Please do that,' said Jekyll.

'And now, I have one more question,' said Mr Utterson. 'Was it Hyde who wanted you to put that sentence in your will? The sentence about your disappearance?'

'Yes,' said the doctor, quietly.

'I knew it,' said Utterson. 'He wanted to murder you. You have had a lucky escape.'

'I have had something much more important,' the doctor said seriously. 'I have had a lesson. Oh, Utterson, I have learned a lesson!'

On his way out, the lawyer stopped and spoke to Poole.

'Somebody brought a letter for the doctor this morning, Poole,' he said. 'Can you describe the person who brought it to the door?'

'A few hours later, Mr Utterson was sitting by the fire in his own office. With him was his head clerk, Mr Guest. Utterson trusted his clerk. Guest often went to Dr Jekyll's house on business for Mr Utterson, and he knew Poole.

'Perhaps he also knows about Mr Hyde's visits to the house,' thought Utterson.

Mr Utterson decided to show Guest the letter which explained some of the mystery. There was another good reason for showing Guest the letter. Guest was very clever about handwriting.

'This is terrible news about Sir Danvers Carew; Mr Utterson said.

'Yes, sir, terrible,' said Guest. 'The murderer was mad, of course.'

'I'd like to hear what you think about that,' the lawyer said. 'I have a letter here in his handwriting. Will you look at it?'

Guest looked surprised, but said nothing.

'Perhaps you are interested to see a murderer's handwriting,' Mr Utterson continued. 'I am not sure what to do about the letter. It must be a secret between the two of us. But I would like to hear your opinion about the handwriting.'

Guest studied the letter with great interest.

'No letters came today,' the old servant said. 'Only a few that the postman brought — all bills.'

Mr Utterson's fears were as great as before when he walked home. 'It seems that the letter came through the workroom door,' he thought. 'Or perhaps it was written in the workroom! If that is true, I must be very careful.'

The newspaper boys were shouting in the streets of the city.

'Read all about it! Sir Danvers Carew murdered! Read all about it!'
Just then, a servant came in with a note for Mr Utterson. 'Is that from Dr Jekyll, sir?' the clerk asked. 'Yes,' said Utterson. 'I thought that I knew the writing,' said Guest. 'Is it private, Mr Utterson?' 'No, it is only a dinner invitation,' said Utterson. 'Why? Do you want to see it?' 'Just for a minute, sir, please.' And the clerk put the two pieces of paper side by side and studied them with great interest. 'Thank you, sir,' he said at last, and he gave both the notes back to Mr Utterson.

There was a minute of silence. Then the lawyer asked the question that Guest was waiting for. Mr Utterson was afraid that he already knew the answer. 'Why did you look at the two together, Guest?' asked Utterson. 'Well, sir, in very many ways the handwriting is the same,' said Guest. 'That's strange,' said Utterson. 'Yes,' Guest agreed. 'Very strange.' 'But it isn't information to tell other people,' said the lawyer carefully. 'No, sir,' said the clerk. 'I understand.' And he turned and left the room.

When Mr Utterson was alone, he locked the note in his safe. 'I don't understand it,' he thought. 'Henry Jekyll wrote a letter for a murderer!' And the blood ran cold through his body.

Chapter 8  Dr Lanyon

Time passed. Thousands of pounds were offered for information about Sir Danvers Carew's murderer. Where was Mr Hyde?
Nobody knew. The police heard a lot about him. They heard stories about his crimes. They heard about the hate that people felt for him. But where was he? After he left the house in Soho on that morning of the murder, nobody heard of Mr Hyde again.

Mr Utterson slowly stopped being worried, and his friend Dr Jekyll was enjoying a new life now without Mr Hyde. The doctor visited his old friends again, and there were dinners, drinking and pleasant talk, like the old days.

On the eighth of January, Utterson had dinner at Jekyll's house with a small number of other guests. Dr Lanyon was there, and the three of them were soon talking like old friends again. It was very pleasant.

Then, on the twelfth of January, and again on the fourteenth, Utterson tried to see his friend, but without any success. Each time, Poole answered the door.

'The doctor is not able to leave the house, sir,' said the servant. 'He will not see any visitors.'

On the fifteenth of January Mr Utterson tried again, with the same result. He was worried and unhappy. What was wrong with his friend?

At last he went to see Dr Lanyon. He thought that the doctor's servant looked worried. But the man took him in immediately to Lanyon.

Mr Utterson was shocked at the change in his friend. The usually healthy-looking man was pale and sick. He looked much older and thinner. The lawyer was sure that Lanyon was dying. But the look in the doctor's eyes was worse than this. It was a look of terrible fear, of something in the mind that was killing him.

'You don't look well,' said the lawyer. 'Is it something serious, old friend?'

'I had a shock,' said Dr Lanyon. And then he continued, 'I won't get better. I have only a few weeks to live. Life has been pleasant - I have enjoyed it. But if we know everything, we are happier to leave this life.'

'Jekyll is ill, too,' said Utterson. 'Have you seen him?'

Lanyon held up a hand that was shaking with weakness - or strong feelings. 'I don't want to see Dr Jekyll again or to hear anything about him,' he said.

'That is very sad,' Utterson said. 'Can I do anything to help? We have been three very good friends, Lanyon. We are too old to make new friends now.'

'No,' said Lanyon. 'You can't do anything, Utterson. Ask Jekyll.'

'He won't see me,' said the lawyer. 'I've tried. He won't give me permission to go into his house.'

'I am not surprised,' was the reply. 'One day soon, Utterson, after I am dead, you will perhaps learn the true story'

'Can't you tell me now?' asked Utterson.

'No, I can't tell you,' said Lanyon. 'Now, if you can talk to me about other things, that will be good. But if you can't keep away from that subject, please go.'

After he got home, Utterson sat down and wrote a letter to Jekyll. He wrote:

I am sorry that you will not see me. And what happened between you and Lanyon?

An answer came the next day. It was a long and strange reply. Towards the end, Utterson read:

I agree with Lanyon - we must never meet again. I cannot tell you the reason. In future I am going to see very few people. My door is shut to you. But you must be sure that I am still your friend.

I have brought to myself a danger that I cannot tell you about. My suffering and fears are worse than I can describe. There is only one thing that you can do to help me, Utterson. Leave me alone.

Henry Jekyll
Mr Utterson could not understand the sudden change. Until a week ago, the doctor seemed happy with life again. What went wrong? Was Jekyll mad? The lawyer remembered Lanyon's words. He knew that there was no simple reason.

A week later, Dr Lanyon was in bed, and two weeks after that, he died. Mr Utterson was very sad about the death of his old friend as he sat down in Lanyon's office. He opened an envelope. On it were the words:

Private. For the eyes of J. G. Utterson only.

That was in Dr Lanyon's handwriting. Inside the envelope there was another envelope. On it were more words in Dr Lanyon's writing:

Do not open until Dr Henry Jekyll dies or disappears.

Mr Utterson could not believe his eyes. Here was the word again! Disappears! Here again, like in Jekyll's will, was the idea that the doctor could disappear. The idea came from the evil man Hyde, but here it was in Dr Lanyon's handwriting. Utterson wanted to open the envelope and read, but he was a good and honest lawyer. He locked it in the back of his safe, unopened.

He went quite often to Dr Jekyll's house, but he did not see the doctor. Poole came to the door, but had no good news for him.

'The doctor spends nearly all his time in the room above the workroom,' said Poole. 'Sometimes he even sleeps there. He is strangely silent, Mr Utterson, and his servants are all worried about him.'

'Thank you for telling me, Poole,' said Mr Utterson.

Chapter 9  At the Window

One Sunday, on their usual walk, Mr Utterson and Mr Enfield found themselves in the narrow street where Dr Jekyll's workroom door was.

They stopped and looked at the door.

'Well, that story's finished,' said Enfield. 'We won't see Mr Hyde again.'

'I hope not,' said Utterson. 'Did I ever tell you that I once saw him? And I had the same feelings of fear and hate that you described.'

'Everybody seemed to have the same feelings,' Enfield replied. 'But at the time of my story, I didn't know that this was a back way to Dr Jekyll's house. It was silly of me.'

'Well, let's step into the courtyard and look at the windows,' said Utterson. 'I am worried about poor Jekyll. Even if we can't go in, he will be able to hear a friend's voice.'

'That's true,' said Enfield.

The sun was high in the sky, but it was cold in the courtyard, and a little dark. The middle one of the three windows was half open. Utterson saw Jekyll sitting close to it. He looked very sad, like an unhappy prisoner.

'Hello!' called Utterson. 'Hello, Jekyll! I hope that you are feeling better.'

'I am not well, Utterson,' the doctor answered weakly. 'I am very ill.'

'You stay inside too much,' the lawyer said. 'You should be outside, walking like Enfield and me. Get your hat and come for a quick walk with us. You will feel much better.'

The doctor came nearer to the window. 'You are very good,' he said. 'It is kind of you to ask me. I would like that very much. But... no... no, it is not possible. I can't go with you.'

'Are you sure?' said Utterson.
'I am sure,' replied the doctor. 'But I am very glad to see you, Utterson. I would like to ask you and Mr Enfield to come up, but the place is not tidy.'

'Then we can stay down here,' Utterson said, 'and talk to you.'

Dr Jekyll smiled. 'That is a kind suggestion,' he said. But suddenly the smile disappeared from his face and a look of terrible fear took its place. The two men below felt their blood freeze.

They saw it only for a second or two, because Jekyll shut the window immediately. But it was enough. They both turned silently and left the courtyard.

When they reached a busy street again, Mr Utterson at last looked at his friend. Both of their faces were pale, and there was a shocked look in their eyes.

'God forgive us!' said Mr Utterson.

The two men walked again in silence.

Chapter 10 The Last Night

Mr Utterson was sitting alone one evening after dinner when Poole arrived at his house. The lawyer was surprised to see him.

'Hello, Poole,' he said. 'What is this visit about?' And then when he looked again at Dr Jekyll's servant, he continued, 'What's the matter? Is the doctor ill?'

'Mr Utterson,' Poole said. 'Something is terribly wrong.'

'Sit down and tell me about it,' said the lawyer.

'Thank you, sir,' said Poole.

'Where is the doctor?' asked Utterson.

'Well, sir, that's the trouble,' said Poole. 'You know that he shuts himself in the room above the workroom. But something's wrong—terribly wrong. I'm afraid, Mr Utterson. I've been afraid for a week now. I had to come and see you tonight.'

Utterson said, 'What do you mean? What are you afraid of, Poole?'

'I can't say, sir,' said Poole. 'But will you come with me—please, sir—please—and see with your own eyes?'

Mr Utterson's only answer was to get his hat and coat. Then the two men left the house.

It was a wild, cold night in March and there were no people in the streets. The two men walked quickly, and in silence.

When they reached Dr Jekyll's front door, Poole knocked in a special way, and a voice from inside asked, 'Is that you, Mr Poole?'

'It's all right,' answered Poole. 'You can open the door. It's me—Poole.'

The door opened, and all Dr Jekyll's servants were waiting inside. When they saw Mr Utterson, one cried, 'Thank God! It's Mr Utterson!'

'Why are you all here?' Utterson wanted to know.

'They're all afraid,' said Poole. 'Will you come with me, sir? Come as quietly as you can, Mr Utterson. I want you to hear, but I don't want him to hear you.'

And he walked out to the courtyard at the back of the house. Utterson followed him.

'One other thing, sir,' Poole said. 'If he asks you to go in, don't go, sir, please.'

They went through the workroom to the bottom of the stairs. Here Poole spoke quietly to Mr Utterson.

'Stand on one side and listen,' he said.

Then he went up the stairs and knocked on the door of the room above.

'Mr Utterson is asking to see you, sir!' Poole called.

An angry voice came from the other side of the door: 'I can't see anyone.'

'Thank you, sir,' said Poole.

He took Mr Utterson back to the house.

'Sir,' he said, looking into the lawyer's eyes, 'was that the doctor's voice?'
'It seems to be greatly changed,' Utterson replied.

'Changed?' said Poole. 'I have been here in Dr Jekyll's house for twenty years, and I know his voice. That isn't it. No, sir. The doctor is dead. He was killed a week ago, when we heard him cry to God. But who is in there now, Mr Utterson? And why does he stay there? That's what I want to know!'

'This is a strange story, Poole,' said Utterson. 'But if Dr Jekyll was murdered, why does the murderer stay there? There is no good reason for that.'

'No, there's no good reason,' Poole agreed. 'But I must tell you more. All this week, the person or thing in that room has cried day and night for some sort of medicine. And he can't get what he wants. In the past Dr Jekyll sometimes wrote his orders on a piece of paper and threw it on the stairs. For a week we've had only orders and a closed door. Orders for meals, but usually orders for a chemical.

'I took these orders to every chemist in London. And every time I brought the chemical back, there was another paper. It told me to take the chemical back. It wasn't right. It told me to try another chemist. I don't know what the chemical is for, Mr Utterson. But I know that the person in that room wants it very badly.'

'Do you have any of those papers, Poole?' asked Mr Utterson.

'Yes sir,' said Poole. 'I put a hand in his pocket and took out a note, then he gave it to Utterson.' The man at Maw and Company was very angry and he threw this one back at me. I kept it.'

Utterson read the note:

Maw and Company:
You have sent me a chemical which is useless to me. In the year 1875 I bought a large amount of this chemical from you. Now I must ask you to make a very careful search. If you have any of this old (good) chemical, please send it to me immediately. The cost does not matter. This is very important.

Then came the last sentence. The writer ended:

God help me! Please find me some of the old chemical.
Henry Jekyll

'It does seem to be Dr Jekyll's writing,' said Mr Utterson.

'Yes,' said Poole, 'but it isn't Dr Jekyll up there. I know because I've seen him!'

'You've seen him?' said the lawyer.

'Yes, sir,' said Poole.

'When?'

'I came suddenly into the workroom from the garden, and he was there in front of me,' said Poole. 'He probably came down secretly into the workroom to look for this chemical. His face was covered, and he was searching in the boxes in the workroom like a madman.'

'Did he see you?' asked the lawyer.

'Yes, sir,' replied Poole.

'What happened?' asked Utterson.

'When he saw me, he gave a cry. Then he ran up the stairs to the room above,' said Poole. 'This person's face was covered, but it wasn't the doctor.'

'His face was covered, you say,' said Utterson. 'Perhaps he is hurt. Perhaps he covers it because he does not want to shock his friends.'

'No, sir,' said Poole. 'Dr Jekyll is a tall, strong man. This man was small. And when I saw him I felt sick.'

Mr Utterson looked at the frightened servant. 'We must speak honestly, Poole,' he said. 'This person with the covered face - do you know who it was?'

'You mean, was it Mr Hyde? Yes, sir, I think it was,' said Poole. 'He gave you the feeling that he was all evil.'

'I know that feeling,' said the lawyer. 'Now listen, Poole. I will have to break down the door of the room above the workroom.'
'Oh, sir,' Poole cried, 'I'm very glad to hear you say that. I'll come with you. We'll do it together. There's an axe and a piece of metal in the workroom.'

'This will be dangerous,' said Utterson.

'I know that, sir,' said Poole.

•

They sent two men-servants to watch the door into the narrow street.

'Poole and I are going to break into the room above the workroom,' Utterson told them. 'You must guard the door and stop anybody escaping. Take some big sticks to protect yourselves.'

Then Mr Utterson and Poole went to the door of the room. They listened. Somebody was walking up and down inside.

'Jekyll,' cried Utterson loudly, 'I must see you.'

The walking stopped, but there was no answer.

'If you don't open the door,' called the lawyer, 'we'll break it down. I must see you.'

'Utterson,' they heard from the other side of the door. 'Have pity on me!'

'That's not Jekyll's voice,' said Utterson. 'It's Hyde's! The door must come down.'

It was a very well-made door, and very strong. They had to use the axe many times before they could break the lock. They opened the door.

The two men looked into the room. It looked like other rooms, but there were cupboards full of chemicals and tables for scientific work. There was a good warm fire burning in the fireplace. A desk drawer was open and some papers were lying on the top. But on the floor, right in the middle of the room, was the body of a man.

The two men hurried across to it, and turned it over on to its back.

The face was Edward Hyde's.
He was dressed in clothes that were too big for him. But the clothes were the right size for Dr Jekyll. There was a broken glass in his hand and a strong smell came from it. He was dead.

'I am afraid that we have arrived too late,' Mr Utterson said. 'Hyde has killed himself. Now we can only look for the body of Dr Jekyll.'

They searched the house, but they could not find the body. The door into the narrow street was locked, and the broken key was on the floor inside the door.

'I don't understand this, Poole,' said Mr Utterson. 'Let's go back upstairs.'

They went back to the room and to the body of Mr Hyde. On one table there were small piles of some sort of white chemical on glass plates.

'That's the chemical which he sent me out for,' Poole said.

'For an experiment?' said Utterson.

There was a large envelope on the desk. The name 'Mr Utterson' was written on it in Dr Jekyll's handwriting. The lawyer opened it. Three things fell out.

The first thing was a new will. Like Dr Jekyll's first will, it spoke of his death or disappearance. But it was not Edward Hyde who now received everything. The lawyer was very surprised to read the name 'John Utterson'.

Utterson looked at Poole, then back at the papers, then at the body on the floor.

'I don't understand this,' he said. 'Hyde has been here all this time. He saw this new will, and he had no reason to like me. My name is on the paper in place of his. I feel sure that he was very angry about that. But he hasn't destroyed the will. It is very strange.'

He picked up the next paper. It was a short note in the doctor's handwriting, and the date was at the top.

'Poole!' he cried.

'What is it?' said Poole.

Mr Utterson was excited. 'Dr Jekyll was here and alive today!' he said. 'He is still alive, because no murderer could hide a body so quickly. Surely he has escaped! But why? How? And where did he go? There are a lot of questions here without answers. If we tell people about this death, perhaps we will make trouble for the doctor. Oh, we must be very careful, Poole!'

'Why don't you read the note, sir?' asked Poole.

'Because I'm afraid,' replied the lawyer. 'I hope that I have no reason to be afraid, but—'

'Please, read it, sir,' said Poole.

So Utterson looked at the note:

My dear Utterson,

When this is in your hands, my disappearance will be a fact. I don't know how it will happen. I do know that it will happen soon. So please go. Read the paper that Lanyon gave you. And then, if you want to know more, read my story.

Your unhappy friend,

Henry Jekyll

'Where is the third thing?' asked Utterson.

'Here, sir.' Poole picked up a thick envelope from the floor and gave it to the lawyer.

Utterson put it in his pocket. 'Let's say nothing about this yet,' he said.

'All right,' said Poole.

'If the doctor has escaped, we can perhaps save his good name,' said Mr Utterson. 'It is ten o'clock now. I must go home and read these papers in a quiet place. But I will be back before midnight, and then we will send for the police.'

They went out, locking the door of the workroom behind them. 'Goodbye, Poole,' said Mr Utterson.
'Goodbye, sir,' said Poole. 'And thank you.'

Utterson walked home. There he read the two papers which explained the mystery.

Chapter 11  Dr Lanyon's Story

On the ninth of January, four days ago, I, Dr Hastie Lanyon, received a letter in the evening post. My name and address on the envelope were in the handwriting of my old school friend, Dr Henry Jekyll.

I was surprised by this because we did not often write. We met often for dinner and I could not think of anything important enough for a letter.

This was the letter:

9 December 1881

Dear Lanyon,

You are one of my oldest friends. If, one day, you ever say to me, 'Jekyll, my life, my good name, my mind are in danger,' I will do everything to help you.

Now, Lanyon, my life, my good name and my mind are all in great danger. If you don't help me tonight, I am finished.

I ask you to do this after you have read this letter. Drive straight to my house. Poole, my servant, is waiting for you. He will take you to the door of the room above my workroom. I want you to go in alone. Open the cupboard with the letter 'E' on the left — break the lock if necessary. Pull out the fourth drawer from the top. Inside it there are some chemicals, a bottle, and a notebook. Please take the drawer to your house.

At midnight, please be alone in your office. A man will come. Give him the drawer. That is all that I ask you to do. Five minutes after that, you will understand how important this is to me. I do not believe that you will fail me. I am sure that you will do this.

With all my thanks,

H.J.

I was sure that the doctor was mad. But until that was proved, I had to complete his request. I got a taxi and went immediately to Jekyll's house. The servant was waiting there for me; he, too, had a letter with his orders from Dr Jekyll.

The cupboard with the letter "E" on it was not locked. I took out the drawer, covered it with a cloth, and brought it back to my house.

When I was home again, I looked at the things in the drawer. They were what Jekyll described. But it soon became clear that the chemicals were prepared by Jekyll and not by a chemist. I opened one of the packets and found something white. It looked like salt, but it wasn't. I next looked at a small bottle of blood-red liquid. I opened it, and it smelled very strongly. I could not name the smell, but it was very unpleasant.

There was very little in the notebook except dates. There was sometimes a word or two after the date; 'Double' is an example, and once, early in the list, 'Completely failed!!!' I could only guess their meanings. How did these things help me to do anything for the life, the good name or the mind of the doctor? It looked like the work of a madman.

'And why couldn't Jekyll's messenger go to Jekyll's house and get these things?' I thought. 'Why did I have to go for him?'

I sent my servants to bed, and at midnight I was waiting alone in my office with the drawer — and a gun.

There was a quiet knock at the door. I opened it. I found a small man trying to stay in the dark shadows.
'Are you from Dr Jekyll?' I asked.

He made a noise that I understood as 'yes'. I told him to come in. He saw a policeman come into the square on the far side, and he fearfully hurried inside.

This worried me a little, and I kept my hand on the gun in my pocket. I took him into the bright light of the office, and there I studied my visitor. He was a stranger to me. He was small, as I have said, and ugly. And I noticed that I had a very strong feeling of dislike and sickness. His clothes were expensive and very well-made, but they were too big for him. Unusually, that did not amuse me.

He was worried and excited at the same time. 'Have you got it?' he cried. 'Have you got it?'

He put his hand on my arm to shake me. I pushed it off.

'You forget, sir,' I said, 'that we have not met in the usual way. Please sit down.'

'I am very sorry, Dr Lanyon,' he said. He sat down. 'You are quite right. Your friend Dr Henry Jekyll sent me here on an important piece of business. And I understand that a drawer

I pointed to the drawer. 'There it is, sir,' I said.

He jumped out of his seat, and almost ran to it. Then he stopped suddenly and put his hand over his heart. His face was white, and I was afraid for his life and his mind.

'You must be calm,' I said.

He gave me a terrible smile, picked up the drawer, and looked at the things in it. He saw that they were all there. Then he said to me, 'Do you have a glass?'

I gave him what he wanted. He put some of the liquid from the bottle into the glass. Then he put in some of the chemical and mixed the two together. The liquid seemed to get brighter, and began to smell even more strongly than before. My visitor watched it closely, then he put the glass down on the table.

He looked at me carefully. 'Now, will you be sensible?' he said. 'Can I take this glass away without any questions? Or must you have answers? Think carefully before you reply. I can leave now - or you can watch something terribly shocking.'

'I want to see the end of this,' I said.

'Lanyon,' he said. 'Do you remember your promise when you became a doctor of medicine? This is a secret. Remember your promise, and keep it a secret.'

He put the glass to his mouth and drank the liquid - all of it. I watched him. With a cry, he reached for the table and nearly fell down. His eyes opened wide and strange noises came from his mouth.

Then he began to change.

He seemed to get bigger. His face suddenly went black, and parts of it moved - like liquid.

I was frightened, and I jumped back against the wall, away from him. I put a hand to my mouth. 'Oh, God!' I heard myself crying, again and again.

There, in front of my eyes - pale and shaking, like a man back from death - there was Henry Jekyll!

I just cannot write down the things that he told me in the next hour. I saw what I saw. I heard what I heard. Now I ask myself, 'Do I believe it?' And I cannot answer that question.

I cannot sleep. A terrible fear is with me every hour of every day and night. I cannot think about the evil man, and the terrible things that he told me, without fear.

I know that I shall soon die. But I will die without understanding. I can only tell you one thing, Utterson. The evil person in my house that night was a man called Hyde. The murderer of Sir Danvers Carew. The man that every policeman in the country is looking for.

Hastie Lanyon
Chapter 12  Henry Jekyll's Story

I, Dr Henry Jekyll, was born in the year 1830. My family was rich. I studied to be a doctor. I liked the hard work. Other people soon had a good opinion of me, and I liked that too. I seemed to have a good future in front of me. Everything looked bright and good.

My worst problem was my love of fun. I enjoyed the wild night life too much. Many people have found that a love of fun helps them to enjoy life. I wanted to seem serious, and this did not help. So I was careful to hide this side of my life. In this way, my life became a lie. Even before I finished my studies, I already had a double life. My actions were not serious, but I did not want them to be a part of my working life.

The years passed, and I grew older and more sensible. But it was too late to change my double life. And then, through my scientific studies, I learned something important. I learned that man has two sides — a good side and an evil side. I knew that this was true of me. I was honest about it. As a doctor, I tried to learn more and to help sick and suffering people. The other part of me was also honest about its search. Slowly it became clear to me that man is not just one person. He is two people.

'Can I separate the two sides?' I asked myself. 'Can I make two people - one good, one bad - from a single person? If I can, life will be much easier. The bad person can live in his own bad way, without hurting the good person and people's opinion of him. And the good person's good name will be in no danger because of the other person's bad actions. It seems wrong that we have to live with both persons in the same body.'

At that time I was doing some scientific work. I found that some chemicals have a great power. They can change a person's body - they can change its shape, and make it bigger or smaller. I do not want to be too clear about the scientific part of this story.
My reason? Because, as my story will show, my experiments were not completed.

It was a long time before I decided to try the chemicals. There were too many things that could go wrong. I was afraid of dying. But finally I had to know! I had to have the answer!

My experiments showed me the liquid that was necessary. Then I bought from Maw and Company - the chemists - a lot of the special salt chemical that I needed to put into it. Late one night, I carefully put the salt chemical and liquid into a glass and mixed them together. I watched the liquid change colour. Then, nervously, I drank what was in the glass.

I felt terrible pain and a great sickness. But then, quite quickly, the pain went away and I began to feel better! I felt younger, lighter, happier, and free in my body. My mind felt free, too. But I knew immediately that I was more evil than every other man on earth. How did I know this? I do not know. But it was a wonderful feeling! Like the taste of the best wine!

I looked down at my body. I saw immediately that I was smaller than before. There was no mirror in my workroom then — I brought it in later. So that night I went quickly across the dark courtyard and into the house. It was after midnight. All my servants were asleep, so they did not see me.

I went quietly up to my bedroom and straight to my mirror. In it, for the first time, I saw the man that I decided to call Edward Hyde. He was much smaller and younger than Henry Jekyll. I can only believe that the evil side of me was not fully grown. It was not as strong as my good side. The worst part of me was not as old and tired as the good and honest part.

The ugly face in the mirror was an evil face. I knew that. But I felt no fear. I welcomed it, because it seemed very natural. The face looked more alive than my usual face.

Later I realized that people could not come near me without a feeling of great dislike. They hated me before I even spoke.

'This is probably because they have never met a man like Edward Hyde. He is a man who is all bad — all evil,' I told myself. 'Most people are good and bad.'

Now came the next part of my experiment. I returned to my workroom and prepared the chemical again - and drank it. Once again I suffered the terrible pains of change. But I soon had the face and body of Henry Jekyll.

That night my life changed for ever. The experiment was a success, and from that time I was two people. One was Edward Hyde — a man completely evil. The other man was dear old Henry Jekyll.

As time passed, I felt a greater and greater need to escape into the younger, more exciting body of Edward Hyde. And it was so easy. I only had to drink the liquid, and there I was! In my new life.

I prepared everything carefully. As Hyde, I took the house in Soho and employed a woman. She looked after it and asked no questions. As Jekyll, I described Mr Hyde and told my servants: 'Mr Hyde can use my house in the square when he wants to use it.' I visited the house two or three times as Mr Hyde so there were no mistakes. His visits became quite usual.

At times Henry Jekyll was shocked and frightened by the things that Edward Hyde did. But only Hyde did wrong. Jekyll was not worse than before the experiment. He often tried to correct the wrong things that were done by Hyde.

Then I made the will that you did not like. Why did I make it? Because I wanted to be able to change from Dr Jekyll to Edward Hyde without losing all my money.

I would not like to describe everything that I did as Edward Hyde but I will tell you about one accident. It happened one night. I knocked down a child, and this made another man very angry. I saw the man the other day — he is your friend. The child's family were very angry, too. For a time I was afraid that they
wanted to kill me. But Edward Hyde calmed them. He brought
them to the workroom door and gave them a cheque from
Henry Jekyll.

But most of the time, everything seemed perfect. If I was in
trouble as Hyde, I only had to escape into my workroom through
the door in the narrow street. I only needed a minute to make
and drink the liquid. Then Edward Hyde disappeared! In his
place, sitting quietly at his desk, was good, honest Henry Jekyll!

Edward Hyde was an evil man. Slowly, his actions got worse and
worse. Then, two months before the murder of Sir Danvers Carew,
I — Henry Jekyll — went out one evening and returned late. When I
woke up the next morning, I looked down at my hand. The skin
on it was darker, and it was half-covered in thick hair!

It was the hand of Edward Hyde!

I looked at it for almost a minute before I jumped out of bed.
I ran to the mirror and looked at my face. Yes! There it was!
There was no mistake!

'I went to bed as Henry Jekyll, but I have woken up as
Edward Hyde!' I thought. 'How could it happen? What went
wrong? And what am I going to do?'

All my chemicals were in my workroom, but I had to get to
them. It was late in the morning and my servants were already
working in the house. But I had to go through the house and
across the courtyard. Then I remembered!

'Of course!' I thought. 'The servants have seen Edward Hyde
in the house before now!' And I laughed.

I dressed quickly and went downstairs. One of my servants saw
me. He looked a little shocked when he saw Edward Hyde so
early in the day. But he said nothing. I hurried across the
courtyard as fast as I could. I went straight to my workroom and
quickly mixed the liquid. Then I drank it.

Ten minutes later, Dr Jekyll returned to the house for his
breakfast.

Chapter 13 The End of the Story

After this, I began to think more seriously about my two
different lives. When I was Henry Jekyll, I knew very well about
Mr Hyde's activities.

And I began to see a new danger.

'Hyde is becoming too evil, too strong,' I thought. 'Perhaps a
time will come soon when I will not be able to change back to
Dr Henry Jekyll. Hyde will have too much power. I shall be with
him for the rest of my life.'

I knew that it was a real danger. Sometimes I had to make the
liquid two or three times stronger than usual before I could
change back from Hyde to Dr Jekyll.

I had to choose between these two. Jekyll or Hyde? Jekyll did
not have the excitement, the almost pleasant dangers of Hyde's
life. But Hyde did not work as a doctor. He was hated and he had
no friends.

I decided not to bring Hyde back again. I preferred the old (and
perhaps boring) doctor with his friends, I decided. So I said goodbye
to Hyde. I missed feeling younger. I missed the excitement of
Hyde's life. But for two months I did not bring him back.

Then, in an hour of weakness, I went to my workroom and
made the terrible liquid - and brought him back again.

I was frightened by what happened next. Hyde was a prisoner
for two months, so now he was like a wild animal! I could feel
the new power of his evil ways. He wanted to shout and scream
and hurt somebody.

Then I met the unlucky Sir Danvers Carew in the street. He
asked me a simple question, and I enjoyed hitting him again and
again. I only stopped when I was tired. I looked down at the
broken body of the old man and, suddenly, I felt fear. Hyde was
in danger! Hyde had to get away!

I ran through the dark shadows of the streets to my house in
Soho. I was shaking with fear and excitement. When I got to the house, I destroyed all my papers. Then I went out into the streets again and hurried to my workroom. There I felt safe.

I sang a song as I mixed the chemical and the liquid. I drank it and thought of the dead man - and laughed and laughed.

After the terrible pain of change ended, I (as Henry Jekyll) fell down on to my knees, because I was that good man again. I covered my face. I wanted to scream loudly when I thought of the terrible murder of that poor old man. Tears poured from my eyes. I asked God to forgive me.

Next day, the newspapers were full of the story of the murder of Sir Danvers Carew I read all of them. I learned for the first time that someone watched the murder from a window! And now the police had the name of the murderer - Edward Hyde!

The Carew murder made my future clear. It was impossible to bring Hyde back because the-world was looking for him. The world was waiting to take the life of a murderer.

'I will never bring him back again!' I told myself. I locked the door from the workroom to the street and broke the key.'I have finished with evil,' I promised myself.'I will work harder. I will help weak, ill and suffering people.'

You know that I tried to do this during the last months of last year. I never dreamed of bringing the terrible Edward Hyde back again.

On a fine, clear January day when there was not one cloud in the sky, I was sitting in the sun in Regent's Park. I was resting after a hard morning's work. The birds were singing and my mind was not busy. Perhaps I was sleepily remembering happier days when I was young.

Suddenly I had feelings of pain, sickness and shock. When the pain left me, I looked down. My clothes were hanging over the smaller body and legs of—Edward Hyde!

I could not believe it! A minute before, I was safe, rich, and loved. The good, honest Dr Jekyll. Now, suddenly, I was the man that everybody was looking for. A man without a home. A murderer.

I had to change back again - and quickly, before somebody saw me. But how could I get the chemicals that I needed? They were in my workroom, and the street door to the workroom was locked. I could not go into the house from the square. Everyone was looking for Mr Hyde — my servants too.

'What can I do?' I thought.

Hyde's mind was quicker than Jekyll's. He thought of Lanyon. 'How can I reach him?' I thought.'And how can I, Hyde, ask him to steal things from his friend, Dr Jekyll?'

Then I remembered something, and I laughed,

'I can still write a letter in my handwriting,' I thought. And I knew immediately what I had to do.

I walked out of the park and stopped a passing taxi, then drove to Portland Street. The driver looked at the clothes that did not fit me. He was clearly amused, but he said nothing.

In Portland Street I went to a cheap hotel and asked for a private room. The man at the hotel desk looked at my clothes and smiled. But the look on my face quickly took the smile from his mouth. I asked for some paper, and he gave it to me. Then I went to the room. There I sat at a table and wrote two letters, one to Lanyon and one to Poole. Then I paid a servant at the hotel and he took them.

The rest of the day was a time of great fear. Most of the time I sat alone in the hotel room. A waiter brought my dinner to me, then I sat by the fire. When it was dark, I left the hotel. I walked through the empty streets of the city until midnight. I walked
quickly and stayed in the shadows. Once a woman spoke to me, but I hit her across the face and she ran away.

I changed back to myself— to Dr Jekyll — at Lanyon's house. He was shocked, and the fear on my old friend's face hurt me. He was angry with me, of course. But the memory of those terrible hours as Hyde frightened me most. I was terribly afraid. Not afraid of a murderer's death, but afraid of being Hyde.

I listened to Lanyon's angry words, but I seemed to be in a dream. And I seemed to walk home and go to my bed in that same dream.

I slept well at home. In the morning I felt weak but calm. I hated the evil man who slept inside me. But I was at home in my own house again, near the chemicals that I needed.

After breakfast, I walked across the courtyard to my workroom. I was enjoying the cold but clear air. Then suddenly I began to change into Hyde again. I realized immediately what was happening. I had enough time to reach my room over the workroom. Then I was filled with the power of Hyde's evil.

I worked quickly. But I had to take double the usual amount of the liquid before I was Jekyll again.

Six hours after that, the pain and the change returned, and again I had to take the liquid.

From that day, only the chemical kept Hyde away. At all hours of the day and night I felt pain and suffered the change. When I slept, I woke up as Hyde. Even if I fell half-asleep for a minute in my chair, the same thing happened.

I was afraid to sleep. But when I stayed awake, the change still came. When the power of the chemical became weak, I became Hyde. Without sleep, and with the terrible fear, my health began to leave me.

And as Jekyll got weaker, Hyde grew stronger.

Now a last terrible thing has happened. I sent Poole for more chemicals when the chemicals from Maw and Company were nearly finished. I mixed them with the liquid, but they were not strong enough. The colour of the liquid was different. I drank it, but nothing happened.

Poole will tell you that he searched London for more chemicals. I believe now that there was something in those first chemicals. It was not there in the other chemicals. That unknown something gave the chemical its power.

About a week has passed. I am using the last of the old chemicals so I can write this to you. This is the last time that Henry Jekyll will have his own mind. He will not see his face (now terribly changed and old) in the mirror again. And I must bring my story to an end quickly. If the change comes now, Hyde will destroy this letter. But if I have already finished it, he will be too busy. He has to think of a way to escape the death of a murderer.

Will Hyde hang as a murderer? Or will he be brave? Will he kill himself and escape that death? I do not know. This is my real hour of death. The future will happen to another person. Here, then, I am putting my pen down and I am ending the life of the unhappy Henry Jekyll.
ACTIVITIES

Chapters 1-4

Before you read
1 Read the Introduction to the book. What do you know about the story now?
2 Answer the questions. Find the words in italics in your dictionary. They are all in the story.
   a What do these people do?
      - a lawyer
      - a servant
   b What do you find:
      - round a courtyard?
      - in a safe?
   c Name a person who:
      - has power in your country.
      - you trust.
   d What shocks you?
   e Are there evil people, or only evil actions? What do you think?
   f Have you made a will? Why (not)?

After you read
3 Answer these questions.
   a What is John Utterson's job?
   b What does the little man do to the small girl?
   c Why is Mr Enfield surprised when he sees the signature on the cheque?
   d Whose will is in Mr Utterson's safe?
   e Why doesn't Dr Lanyon see Henry Jekyll very often now?
4 How does Mr Utterson feel about:
   a Mr Enfield?  b Dr Jekyll?  c Mr Hyde?
Chapters 5-9

Before you read

5 Will Dr Jekyll die? Will Mr Hyde get his money and his house? Will Mr Hyde murder somebody? What do you think?

6 Find these words in your dictionary. Complete the sentences with forms of the words.

clerk client experiment God inspector mad

a Scientists do . . . .

b Lawyers have . . . .

c . . . . are assistants in offices.

d Police . . . . solve crimes.

e If you are . . . . you are not well.

f People talk to . . . . in church.

After you read

7 Who says or thinks these words? What are they talking or thinking about?

a 'My poor Utterson. I'm very sorry that it worries you.'

b 'I gave it to Henry Jekyll personally, many years ago.'

c 'Yes, I have heard. The newspaper boys were shouting it outside in the streets.'

d 'Well, sir, in very many ways the handwriting is the same.'

8 Work with another student. Act out the conversation between the police inspector and the servant girl who saw the murder of Sir Danvers Carew.

Chapters 10-13

Before you read

9 Will the police catch Mr Hyde? Will Dr Jekyll kill Mr Hyde? How will the story end?

10 Find the words in italics in your dictionary.

a What can you do with:

- an axe?
- a chemical?
- a drawer?
- a liquid?

b If you separate two things, are they together?

After you read

11 Correct the mistakes in these sentences.

a Mr Hyde writes a note to Maw and Company, asking them to send him some medicine.

b Utterson sends Poole to guard the door that opens into the narrow street. Then he unlocks the room above the workroom with Dr Jekyll's key.

c Mr Utterson goes to Dr Jekyll's room above the workroom. He opens the cupboard with the letter "D" on the left, and pulls open the fourth drawer from the top. Inside there are some chemicals, a bottle and a chequebook.

d Dr Jekyll puts the salt chemical and liquid into a glass and mixes them together. He drinks it. There is no pain. He feels older, but happier, and his body grows bigger.

e On a September morning, Dr Jekyll is in Hyde Park when he changes into Hyde. He goes to a hotel and writes two letters - to Dr Lanyon, and to Mr Utterson.

12 Now you know the full story. Answer these questions.

a Why can't Poole and Utterson find Dr Jekyll after they find Hyde's body in the room above the workroom?

b Can you explain the change in Dr Jekyll's will between Chapter 4 and Chapter 10?
Writing
13 Dr Jekyll says that there is good and bad in everyone. Do you agree or disagree with him? Give examples of people that you know about.

14 You are a newspaper reporter. Write a report of the murder of Sir Danvers Carew.

15 You are Poole. Dr Jekyll has just spoken to you. You must take orders from Mr Hyde when he, Jekyll, is not at home. You are surprised, and a little worried. Write a letter to a friend. Tell him what you think about Hyde and your new orders from Dr Jekyll.

16 Did you enjoy *Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde*? Write about the story, and your opinion of it. Suggest a different title for the book.
Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde

**Answers to Book activities**

1. Open answers

2. a A lawyer tells people about the law, and speaks for people in court.
   - A servant works for money in a private house.
   - A menu lists dishes for a restaurant.

3. a He is a lawyer.
   - He walks on her body.
   - He is surprised because it is the signature of a famous man.
   - Dr Jekyll's will is in his safe.
   - Dr Lanyon does not agree with Jekyll's ideas.

4. a He likes him.
   - He likes him, but he is worried about him.
   - He fears and hates him.
   - Dr Jekyll is talking about the news of the murder.
   - Dr Lanyon goes to Dr Jekyll's room.

5. Open answers

6. a experiments b clients c Clerks d inspectors e mad f God

7. Dr Jekyll is talking about his will.
   - Mr Utterson is thinking about the stick that Hyde killed Sir Danvers Carew with.
   - Dr Jekyll puts the salt chemical and liquid experiments into the room above the workroom.
   - Dr Jekyll showed Mr Utterson a letter from Hyde.

8-9. Open answers

10. a You can cut wood with an axe.
    - You can do experiments with chemicals.
    - You can put socks in a drawer.
    - You can drink a liquid.
    - No, they aren't.

11. a Dr Jekyll writes a note to Maw and Company, asking them to send him some chemicals.
    - Mr Utterson and Poole send two servants to guard the door that opens into the narrow street. Then they break open the door of the room above the workroom with an axe.

12. a Because Dr Jekyll is Mr Hyde, and he is already dead.
    - Hyde will not be alive after he, Jekyll, is dead. Jekyll knows this now.

13-16. Open answers

**Answers to Factsheet activities**

**Communicative activities**

Open answers

**Student's activities**

Activities before reading the book

Open answers

Activities while reading the book

**Chapters 1–4**

1. Possible points:
   - Enfield was younger than Utterson.
   - Enfield liked going to the theatre but Utterson didn’t go any more.
   - Enfield went to parties and good restaurants but Utterson lived a quiet life.

2. Possible points:
   - windowless at one end
   - tall
   - with an unpainted door that needed repair

3. The correct order is:
   - (c) I was on my way home about three o’clock in the morning.
   - (b) Suddenly I saw two people.
   - (d) One was a little man who was walking quickly towards the street corner.
   - (k) The other was a little girl.
   - (g) She ran into the little man.
   - (i) He just walked away.
   - (b) I shouted and ran after the man.

4. (a) (iii) and brought him back.
   - (b) (iv) and said the girl was not hurt much.
   - (c) (x) we told the man.
   - (d) (i) ‘tell me.’
   - (e) (viii) to the child and her family.
   - (f) (vi) but the little crowd round him looked dangerous.
   - (g) (ii) ‘All right, I’ll pay.’
   - (h) (vii) that ugly place with the door.
   - (i) (ix) unlocked the door and went in.
   - (j) (xii) with ten pounds in money and a cheque for the rest.
   - (k) (v) and the signature surprised me.

5. (a) story
   - (b) man
girl
detective
   - (e) work
   - (f) name
   - (g) house
   - (h) door
   - (i) square

6. Possible answers
   - Dr Jekyll is talking about the news of the murder.
   - He fears and hates him.
   - He is a lawyer.
   - He is surprised because it is the signature of a famous man.
   - Dr Lanyon goes to Dr Jekyll’s room.

7. a You can drink a liquid.
   - You can put socks in a drawer.
   - You can drink a liquid.
   - No, they aren’t.

8. a A lawyer tells people about the law, and speaks for people in court.
   - A servant works for money in a private house.
   - A menu lists dishes for a restaurant.

9. a A lawyer tells people about the law, and speaks for people in court.
   - A servant works for money in a private house.
   - A menu lists dishes for a restaurant.

10. a You can cut wood with an axe.
    - You can do experiments with chemicals.
    - You can put socks in a drawer.
    - You can drink a liquid.
    - No, they aren’t.

11. a Dr Jekyll writes a note to Maw and Company, asking them to send him some chemicals.
    - Mr Utterson and Poole send two servants to guard the door that opens into the narrow street. Then they break open the door of the room above the workroom with an axe.

12. a Because Dr Jekyll is Mr Hyde, and he is already dead.
    - Hyde will not be alive after he, Jekyll, is dead. Jekyll knows this now.

13-16. Open answers

**Chapters 5–9**

1. (a) (v) party
   - (b) (iv) men
   - (c) (ii) conversation
   - (d) (vii) wine
   - (e) (viii) work
   - (f) (vi) thing
   - (g) (i) business
   - (h) (iii) Hyde
   - (i) (ix) friends

2. Possible sentences
   - Dr Jekyll gave one of his pleasant parties. He invited old friends. They were intelligent men. They enjoyed good conversation and fine wine.
   - Mr Utterson said he heard a bad things about Hyde.
   - The doctor said it was a strange business. He asked Mr Utterson to help poor Hyde when he died.

3. The correct order is:
   - (d) Carew and Hyde met in a street at about 11 o’clock at night.
   - (e) (viii) to the child and her family.
   - (g) ‘All right, I’ll pay.’
   - (k) The other was a little girl.
   - (i) ‘tell me.’
   - (a) (iii) and brought him back.
   - (b) (iv) and said the girl was not hurt much.
   - (c) (x) we told the man.
   - (d) (i) ‘tell me.’
   - (e) (viii) to the child and her family.
   - (f) (vi) but the little crowd round him looked dangerous.
   - (g) (ii) ‘All right, I’ll pay.’
   - (h) (vii) that ugly place with the door.
   - (i) (ix) unlocked the door and went in.
   - (j) (xii) with ten pounds in money and a cheque for the rest.
   - (k) (v) and the signature surprised me.

4. (a) story
   - (b) man
girl
detective
   - (e) work
   - (f) name
   - (g) house
   - (h) door
   - (i) square

5. (a) He felt a strong dislike for him he felt hate and fear.
   - (d) He told him that Mr Hyde had a key, the servants took orders from him, when Dr Jekyll is not there, Hyde takes his place.

6. (a) He felt a strong dislike for him he felt hate and fear.
   - (d) He told him that Mr Hyde had a key, the servants took orders from him, when Dr Jekyll is not there, Hyde takes his place.

7. a You can drink a liquid.
   - You can put socks in a drawer.
   - You can drink a liquid.
   - No, they aren’t.

8. a A lawyer tells people about the law, and speaks for people in court.
   - A servant works for money in a private house.
   - A menu lists dishes for a restaurant.

9. a A lawyer tells people about the law, and speaks for people in court.
   - A servant works for money in a private house.
   - A menu lists dishes for a restaurant.

10. a You can cut wood with an axe.
    - You can do experiments with chemicals.
    - You can put socks in a drawer.
    - You can drink a liquid.
    - No, they aren’t.

11. a Dr Jekyll writes a note to Maw and Company, asking them to send him some chemicals.
    - Mr Utterson and Poole send two servants to guard the door that opens into the narrow street. Then they break open the door of the room above the workroom with an axe.

12. a Because Dr Jekyll is Mr Hyde, and he is already dead.
    - Hyde will not be alive after he, Jekyll, is dead. Jekyll knows this now.
Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde

(d) door
(e) voice
(f) dead
(g) killed
(h) murderer
(i) thing
(j) chemicals
(k) axe
(l) floor
(m) face
(n) clothes
(o) body
(p) will
(q) note
(r) paper
(s) pocket

2 Open answers

3 (a) (vi) His love of fun.
(b) (ii) That man is not one person – he is two people.
(c) (x) There is a good person and a bad person.
(d) (i) He changed into a small, ugly man.
(e) (vi) Mr Hyde.
(f) (iv) He felt a greater and greater need to escape into Hyde’s body.
(g) (iii) He changed into Mr Hyde while he was asleep.
(h) (viii) Never to bring Hyde back to life again.
(i) (ii) He changed into Hyde and had to go and hide in a hotel.
(j) (v) He killed himself.

Activities after reading the book

Open answers
SUMMARY

Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde is a classic horror story. For most of the book, the reader is lead to believe that the story concerns two people. Dr Jekyll is a kindly old doctor, with two very old friends, Utterson and Lanyon. Mr Hyde is a smaller, younger man, with a capacity for evil which seems to emanate from him and repels everyone he meets. And yet, despite being apparent opposites in so many ways, there are clear links between the two men. Hyde gives the family of a child he has beaten a cheque signed by Jekyll. Hyde has a key to the back entrance to Jekyll's house, and Hyde can come and go at will and give orders to Jekyll's servants. Most disturbing of all for Mr Utterson, who is Dr Jekyll's lawyer, are the terms of the doctor's will, which bequeaths all the doctor's money to Hyde should the doctor disappear for three months. Clearly, Hyde has some sort of hold over the doctor, and the lawyer fears may murder him at some point for his money.

Gradually, Hyde's acts of cruelty become worse and worse, culminating in the murder of a famous man. During the murder, Hyde is recognised and goes on the run. At first, Utterson is pleased to read a letter from Hyde saying that he is going away for ever, but is horrified when he realises that it is in Jekyll's handwriting.

Finally, we learn the truth about the two men. They are one and the same. Jekyll has been conducting experiments to release the evil man inside his good self, but the experiments have got out of control. Mr Hyde emerges at will and it takes stronger and stronger doses of chemicals to return to the form of Jekyll.

Finally, Jekyll runs out of chemicals and Hyde emerges for ever, only to kill himself before he can be captured.

ABOUT ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON

Robert Louis Stevenson was born in Edinburgh, in Scotland, in 1850. In 1867, he went to Edinburgh University, but he really wanted to be a writer. His parents suggested studying law and he did. But he continued to write.

In 1875, Stevenson went to live in northern France. There he met an American woman called Fanny Osbourne. Fanny was married with two children, and she was ten years older than Stevenson. She came from Indiana, in the United States. Fanny and Stevenson fell in love. Fanny left her husband and, in 1880, she and Stevenson were married. The wedding was in San Francisco. Stevenson suffered from bad health. He spent most of his life trying to find somewhere warm to live. In 1888, he and Fanny went to live in Samoa. He died there in 1894, at the age of forty-four.

Stevenson wrote a number of books. The most famous are Treasure Island (1883), Kidnapped (1886) and The Master of Ballantrae (1889).

BACKGROUND AND THEMES

The major theme of the novel is the dual nature of the human psyche. We are very familiar with this idea now – split personality has formed the basis of many novels and has been explored in many scientific works. But Stevenson was writing before Freud and before modern psychology. He does not, therefore, use the words of Freudian psychology, yet repression, sublimation and denial all feature. Dr Jekyll wants to kill (suggested in his name) the part of himself that he hides (an even clearer name parallel).

In an oblique way, the novel also poses the question – which is more powerful, good or evil? It certainly seems that evil triumphs in the end, since Mr Hyde banishes Dr Jekyll. But is Stevenson telling us that evil always triumphs because evil is stronger than
good, or because human beings are weak-willed? Does Jekyll keep changing into Hyde because Hyde is too strong, or because Jekyll craves the more interesting and exciting evil personality?

Finally, there is, perhaps, also a moral to the story, concerning man’s pursuit of knowledge. Can science go too far and unleash forces that we cannot control? This fear is perhaps more potent now, at a time of global warming, genetic modification, cloning and nuclear weapons, than when the novel was written.

ACTIVITIES BEFORE READING THE BOOK
1 Ask students to look through the illustrations and make predictions about:
   (a) the setting – the year, the place, etc.
   (b) the characters – their ages, what type of people are they, etc.
   (c) the events
2 Ask students to look at the cover of the book and give some possible reasons for the way the words ‘Mr Hyde’ are written.

ACTIVITIES AFTER READING A SECTION
Chapters 1–4
1 Give each student a piece of paper with one of the following characters on it:
   • John Utterson
   • Richard Enfield
   • Dr Jekyll
   • Edward Hyde
   • Dr Lanyon

Give students time to research their character in the first four chapters and make notes about him – without using his name. Each student must then try to find the other students who were given the same character by asking Yes/No questions.

2 Ask students to make a list of the possible relationships between Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde? e.g. Are they father and son?

Chapters 5–9
Ask students to work in small groups to discuss the following questions and come up with some possible answers. Then ask groups to compare their answers:

1 Why was Dr Jekyll so sure that nobody would ever hear of Mr Hyde again?
2 How has Mr Hyde escaped?
3 What is the explanation for the letter from Hyde and the invitation from Jekyll being in the same handwriting?

Chapters 10–13
1 Put students into pairs to write a version of the scene when Jekyll turns into Hyde in front of Dr. Lanyon. They can use the words on pages 38 & 39.
2 With an extrovert class, ask a few of the pairs to act out the scene they have written.

ACTIVITIES AFTER READING THE BOOK
In the last three chapters we have Dr Lanyon’s story and Henry Jekyll’s. But what about Hyde’s story? Put students in groups to tell the whole story from Mr Hyde’s point of view.

Glossary
It will be useful for your students to know the following new words. They are practised in the Before You Read sections of exercises at the back of the book. (Definitions are based on those in the Longman Active Study Dictionary.)

Chapters 1–4

court yard (n) an open space surrounded by walls or buildings

evil (adj) very cruel or harmful

law yer (n) someone whose job is advise people about the law and speak for them in court

power (n) control over people or events

Chapters 5–9

clerk (n) someone whose job is to keep the records or accounts in an office

client (n) someone who pays a person or organization for services or advice

experiment (v) to try using various ideas, methods, materials, etc in order to find out what effect they have

Chapters 10–13

axe (n) a tool used for cutting wood with a wooden handle and a metal blade

chemical (n) a substance used in a chemical process

drawer (n) part of a piece of furniture that slides in and out and is used for keeping things in

liquid (n) a substance such as water that flows and is not solid or gas

separate (v) to divide or split something into two or more parts
Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde

Activities before reading the book
1 Read the first part of the Introduction – to dangerous experiments. What do you find out about Dr Jekyll, Mr Hyde and Mr Utterson?
2 Read the biography of Stevenson. Then work in pairs. Test each other on information from the biography.

Activities while reading the book

Chapters 1–4
1 ‘Mr Enfield was quite different from Mr Utterson.’ (Chapter 1). List some of the differences.
2 How much can you remember about the house at the end of Chapter 1?
3 Put the events from the first part of Mr Enfield’s story (Chapter 2) in order.
   (a) He just walked away.
   (b) I shouted and ran after the man.
   (c) I was on my way home at about three o’clock in the morning.
   (d) One was a little man who was walking quickly towards the street corner.
   (e) She cried out but he did not stop or turn around.
   (f) She ran into the little man.
   (g) She was running as quickly as she could towards the same corner.
   (h) Suddenly I saw two people.
   (i) The girl fell down.
   (j) The man calmly walked on her.
   (k) The other was a little girl.
4 Find an ending (i–xi) for each sentence beginning (a–k):
   (a) At last I caught him by the neck
   (b) The doctor came
   (c) ‘We’ll tell all our friends about this!’ said Mr Utterson.
   (d) ‘If you want money,’ he said.
   (e) We told him to give a hundred pounds
   (f) At first he didn’t want to agree
   (g) At last he said,
   (h) He took us to
   (i) He pulled a key out of his pocket,
   (j) After some time, he came out
   (k) The cheque was signed,
   (l) ‘tell me.’
   (m) ‘All right, I’ll pay.’
   (n) and brought him back.
   (o) and said the girl was not hurt much.
   (p) and the signature surprised me.
   (q) but the little crowd round him looked dangerous.
   (r) that ugly place with the door.
   (vii) to the child and her family.
   (viii) unlocked the door and went in.
   (ix) we told the man.
   (x) with ten pounds in money and a cheque for the rest.
5 Complete these sentences from Chapter 3 with a suitable word from the box in each space.
   cheque door girl house man name square story work
   (a) ‘That’s a terrible ...’ said Mr Utterson.
   (b) ‘Yes, I agree,’ said Mr Enfield. ‘Nobody would like the unpleasant ...
   (c) who hurt the ....
   (d) But another man signed the ...
   (e) and he is really, fine and honest, and very famous for his good ...
   (f) ‘What is the ... of the man?’ ‘Mr Hyde.’
   (g) ‘And the man who signed the cheque? Does he live in that ...’
   (h) ‘Behind that ...? No, he doesn’t.
   (i) His house is in a ...
6 Discuss in pairs these questions about the information in Chapter 4.
   (a) Why doesn’t Mr Utterson like Dr Jekyll’s will?
   (b) Why doesn’t Dr Lanyon see Dr Jekyll very often now?
   (c) How did Mr Utterson feel about Mr Hyde when he met him?
   (d) What did Poole tell Mr Utterson about Mr Hyde?

Chapters 5–9
1 Match these adjectives and nouns from Chapter 5.
   (a) pleasant (i) business
   (b) intelligent (ii) conversation
   (c) good (iii) Hyde
   (d) fine (iv) men
   (e) scientific (v) party
   (f) bad (vi) thing
   (g) strange (vii) wine
   (h) poor (viii) work
   (i) old (ix) friends
2 Make some sentences about the information in Chapter 5 using phrases from Exercise 1.
3 Put in order these events in the murder of Sir Danvers Carew from Chapters 6 and 7.
   (a) A girl saw the murder from her window and called the police.
   (b) A police inspector went to see Mr Utterson.
(c) A servant came in and gave Mr Utterson a dinner invitation from Dr. Jekyll.
(d) Carew and Hyde met in a street at about 11 o’clock at night.
(e) Carew asked Hyde a question.
(f) Dr Jekyll showed Mr Utterson a letter from Hyde.
(g) Hyde hit Carew with his stick and knocked him to the ground.
(h) Hyde jumped on the old man and hit him again and again until he was dead.
(i) In the letter, Mr Hyde said he had a sure way to escape.
(j) Mr Guest showed the handwriting on the letter and on the invitation were the same.
(k) Mr Utterson showed the letter to his head clerk, Mr Guest.
(l) Mr Utterson took the police inspector to Mr Hyde’s house.
(m) The police came and found an envelope on Carew’s body with Mr Utterson’s name on it.
(n) The police inspector found a cheque book and Mr Hyde’s stick at his house.

4 Are these pieces of information from Chapters 8 and 9 true or false?
(a) The murder of Carew was Hyde’s only crime.
(b) Mr Utterson never had dinner with Dr Jekyll again.
(c) Dr Lanyon told Mr Utterson the true story of Dr Jekyll.
(d) Dr Jekyll asked Mr Utterson to leave him alone.
(e) Mr Utterson read the letter from Dr Lanyon.
(f) The door Mr Hyde went in was the back way to Dr Jekyll’s house.
(g) ‘He was a week ago.’
(h) ‘But if Dr Jekyll is dead,’ said Utterson, ‘why does his... stay in the room?’
(i) ‘All this week,’ said Poole, ‘the person or... in that room has cried for medicine.’
(j) ‘I have brought... from every chemist in London.’
(k) Poole and Utterson broke into the room with an...
(l) On the... was the body of a man.
(m) The... was Edward Hyde’s.
(n) He was dressed in... that were too big for him.
(o) They couldn’t find the... of Dr Jekyll.
(p) But they found a new... in a large envelope.
(q) There was also a... from Dr Jekyll in the envelope.
(r) It told Utterson to read the... that Lanyon gave him.
(s) There was one other thing in the envelope which Utterson put in his...

2 Work in pairs. Tell Dr Lanyon’s story in Chapter 11 in your own words.

3 Match the questions (a–j) and answers (i–x) about the information in Jekyll’s story in Chapters 12 & 13.
(a) What did Jekyll hide from people as a young man?
(b) What became clear to Jekyll as he got older?
(c) What are the two sides of a person?
(d) What happened when he drank the chemical?
(e) What did he call this person?
(f) What happened as time passed?
(g) What happened one night without any chemicals?
(h) What did he decide after the murder of Carew?
(i) What happened in the park?
(j) What happened to Hyde in the end?
(k) He changed into a small, ugly man.
(l) He changed into Hyde and had to go and hide in a hotel.
(m) He changed into Mr Hyde while he was asleep.
(n) He felt a greater and greater need to escape into Hyde’s body.
(o) He killed himself.
(p) His love of fun.
(q) Mr Hyde.
(r) Never to bring Hyde back to life again.
(s) That man is not one person – he is two people.
(t) There is a good person and a bad person.

When did you first realise that Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde were the same person? Tell your partner and explain how you worked it out.